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NEWS A5 & A6
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LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL

GV Student Senate prepares for President’s Ball
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

The Grand Valley State University Stu
dent Senate is finishing organizing the 27th
annual Presidents’ Ball on Feb. 1 with the
theme “Let the Good Times Roll.”
The Senate spends about $30,000 each
year to host the evening for about 4,000
people at the dance and 400 people at the
dinner, said Emma Moulton of the senate
campus affairs committee. While for most
students the ball is a chance to relax and
have fun, for the senators, it means work.

Conference
readies
students for
real world

“We start plan
ning before the year
starts, but then as
the year progresses
were doing more and
more, and start PRing
more,” said Tendo
Lukwago, executive
vice president of the
senate. “We start dec
orating more and
come up with all the
little things that are
necessary to make

ZIMMER

the whole event as spectacular as it is.”
The main ballroom will be decorated
like the “Grand Valley Bandstand” and oth
er rooms will have different names for the
different locations, Lukwago said.
“There’s a lot of different parts that are
‘50s themed apart from just the dance that
students can experience while they’re at
Presidents’ Ball,” he said.
Contacting vendors to come to the event
is another big part in the planning process.
“Presidents’ Ball is in its 27th year, so doing
it that long annually, you tend to find out
who does the best job and who can give the

students and anybody who is in attendance
the value of their ticket price,” Lukwago
said.
The Senate’s Public Relations Committee
has the job of promoting the event through
fliers, social media and word of mouth.
“I think there’s a misconception that
it’s just (for) upperclassmen, which is to
tally not true at all. It’s for all students,” said
Lindsay Vivano, vice president of the pub
lic relations committee.
During the actual dance, the senators

SEE PRESIDENTS, A2

WINTER DRIVING 101

BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

As
stu
dents
pre
pare to make
thetransition
from college
student
to
real world
professional, PROCTOR
there
are
going to be
many tricks of the trade they
need to figure out.
How do you properly use
Linkedln? What makes a
good resume? How do I get
prepared for my interview?
For students looking for the
answers to these questions
and more, the first ever Stu
dent to Professional Con
ference is for you.
“Students of all grades
need to be thinking about
what is their major, what
can I do to prepare for life
after school, which can
sometimes be daunting,”
said Susan Proctor, assistant
director of GVSU’s Career
Center. “The conference
is really there to provide a
number of different topics
related to what you do after
school, after college.”
The conference will be
held in the Grand River
Room in the Kirkhof Cen
ter on Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. and is free for
students.
Students will have the
opportunity to listen to key-

SEE STUDENTS, A2
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Iced over: With high winds and heavy snow come limited vision on the roads. Using caution and leaving early can help prevent winter accidents.

Winter weather conditions call for safety awareness
BY RACHEL CROSS

“The driver has to look that much
further ahead to identify problems
before they become involved.”
ith winter at Grand
He added one of the important
Valley State University
things
to remember when driv
cames additional haz
ing on slippery surfaces is to use
ards for student drivers cruising
all controls individually at a time.
around campus. But students can
Controls include the steering
help prevent pesky accidents by be
wheel, brakes and gas pedal.
coming more aware and cautious
“When going around a
with some useful tips for driving in
slippery corner there is no
the winter.
need to accelerate the gas
Mark Cox, director of The
Bridgestone Driving School in
while steering,” Cox said.
He also emphasized that
Steamboats Springs, Co., said that
drivers shouldn’t panic; yanking
being aware of proper techniques
the wheel and stomping on
when driving in the snow is cru
brake and gas jredal will only
cial for all winter drivers, including
make the situation worse and
college students.
“It is important for drivers to
SEE WEATHER, A2
realize that it takes four to 10 times
longer to stop on ice,” Cox said.

GVL STAFF WRITER

W

Don’t assume
your vehicle can
handle all con
ditions. Even,
four-wheel and
front-wheel drive
vehicles can en
counter trouble
on winter roads.

Majors Carter to speak on making a difference
BY LEAH MITCHELL
GVL 5TAFF WRITER

Whether it’s re-inventing what the pay
phone means to New York City or turning
the South Bronx area into a green space,
Majora Carter has a driving passion to
make a difference in the area that she once
hated. Internationally recognized as an ur
ban revitalization strategy consultant, real
estate developer and Peabody Award win
ning broadcaster, Carter has garnered a
large amount of recognition.
For this reason, among others, Grand
Valley State University’s Allendale Cam

pus will host Carter Jan. 24 at 5 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center’s Grand River Room. As a
guest contributor during the Martin Luther
King Jr. Commemoration Week, Carter will
be speaking about ways she has turned the
poorest areas of the U.S. into regions with a
bright hope and future.
Bobby Springer, Associate Director of
Multicultural Affairs at GVSU, said that
drawing awareness to the food justice
movement was the reason the university
brought in Carter.
“She is well-versed in this area, and
we thought it would be important for the
community to know about the food justice

movement,” Springer said. “Judge hatchet
spoke a little about this in her presentation
Wednesday, and how we have this country
where kids go without food on a daily basis.
In particularly, inner- city kids do not have
access to the better quality items that are
provided at the larger super markets, which
are not present in these neighborhoods. If
they are, then the price is very expensive.
In the Bronx, where Carter is from, there
is a large amount of empty buildings, and
I know she has been working hard to cre
ate green space in those areas. I think we
will be hearing different methods by carter
about how to fight justice in another area ”

Zfyo/ung,fob & /uwnmafe? cWeed ta AiMm&e?

Carter grew up in the South Bronx, an
area known for its criminal activity, waste
management plants and empty buildings.
There she developed a need for change.
“Through the South Bronx, I got to see
that poor communities of color, and poor
communities in general, have a tendency
to be treated as regional sacrifice zones,”
Carter told CNN. “It occurred to me that
if I wasn’t doing something about it, then
why would anybody?”
She graduated from the prestigious
Bronx High School of Science in 1984 and

SEE CARTER, A2
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* soon moved onward to Wesleyan Univer
sity, where she completed a degree in film
studies in 1988. A few years later, Carter
completed a Master of Fine Arts at New
York University in English and creative writ
ing, and implemented the South Bronx Film
and Video Festival, among other public art
projects.
[ TThe turning point in Carters career came
when she got word that the landfill known

JANUARY 24, 2013
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as Fresh Kills in Staten Island would soon
be shut down and potentially split up and
moved to the boroughs. If New York City
and New York state allowed this, then 48
percent of the city’s waste would be brought
to this neighborhood.
“Fighting against that facility...(was) the
most important thing 1 could have done at
the time,” Carter told Yoga+ Magazine.
With the ongoing dream for the South
Bronx to become a place that people know
as part of a healthy economy and environ
ment, Carter started the nonprofit corpo
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CAMPUS LEADERSHIP WEEK HONORS STUDENT LEADERS
Student leaders from all across campus at Grand Valley State
University will be recognized at the annual Campus Leadership
Week from Jan. 28-Feb. 1. Several events will be taking place
during this week to celebrate campus leaders. A list of all the

ration known as Sustainable South Bronx
(SSBx) back in 2001. With active green job
training, community greening programs
and social enterprise, SSBx accepts dona
tions to support the restoration of the South
Bronx into an area with high sustainability.
“City planners, community organizers,
professors and environmentalists are turn
ing to Carter because... she’s one of the
parents of the green-collar-jobs movement,”
Adam Werbach, chief sustainability officer
at ad agency Saatchi & Saatchi, told Fast
Company Magazine.

won’t fix the problem.
While it is crucial to remember proper methods for han
dling your car in winter weather conditions, it is also im
portant to know some pre-driving checks before hitting the
roads.
“Making sure tires are properly inflated is one major predriving check,” Cox said. “Every 10 degrees that the tem
perature drops, tires can lose one pound per inch. Under

While presenting at a Technology, En
tertainment and Design conference in 2006,
Carter said, “If you are told from your earli
est days that nothing good is going to come
from your community, that it is bad and
ugly, how could it not reflect on you?’
Carter will be speaking more on her in
spiration for urban revitalization and her
success in creating the public radio series
“The Promised Land.”
For more information about the week’s
events, visit www.gvsu.edu/mlk
lmitchell@lanthorn.com

inflated tires can be dangerous, and it’s important to keep
them inflated for optimum performance.”
Other additional tips to consider when driving include
periodically checking the traction, or grip, when driving in
slippery situations, and to avoid cruise control in wet, icy or
snowy conditions. Lastly, Cox said that if the weather looks
too treacherous, drivers should forgo driving.
For more information on winter weather driving tips,
visit Bridgestone’s website at www.bridgestoneamericasmedia.com/winterstormwatch. Demonstrative videos and info
graphics are listed there.

events can be seen at www.gvsu.edu/leadership. This week is

asslstantnews@lanthorn.com

hosted by the Office of Student Life and Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor Society. For further information,
email iamgv@gvsu.edu or go to www.gvsu.edu/iamgv.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION TO SPEAK AT THE WOMEN S
CENTER'S "HER STORY”
Elaine Collins, dean of the college of education, will be the next
presenter at the Women's Center's "Her Story" series. Collins
will be sharing and expressing her experiences with leadership
roles Jan. 30 at noon in room 2256 of the Kirkhof Center. The
entire Grand Valley State University community is invited to
come and bring their own lunches.The "Her Story" series is co
sponsored by the Women's Commission, where the community
can attend and listen to different stories of women in leadership
roles at GVSU. For further information, call the Women's Center
at 616-331-2748 or go to www.gvsu.edu/womencen.
#?

STUDENT TO PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE TO TAKE PLACE
AT GV
Students at Grand Valley State University are encouraged to go
to a one-day conference that will offer tips to students on how to
make the transition from becoming a student to a professional.
The Student to Professional Conference will be taking place Jan.
25 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center. The conference will teach students how to con
struct an eye-catching resume, how to artfully answer interview
questions, and how to market themselves. This conference will
have group sessions, guest speakers, workshops, as well as a
breakfast and lunch. Some of the discussion topics will include

BO ANDERSON|GVL

Just dance: Students and faculty danced under the spectacular light show in the Devos Place Ballroom during Presidents’ Ball.

"How to really use Linkedln to get a job," "Confessions of a
young professional," and "Understanding the job offer." Stu

PRESIDENTS’

dents can register for this conference at www.gvsu.edu/stj?.

CONTINUED FROM A1

|J(WV
GVSU RECOGNIZES ASIAN PACIFIC HERITAGE
Grand Valley State University will be celebrating Asian Pacific
heritage with different events throughout campus. Asian women
with different leadership roles, a traditional dragon dance and
media portrayals of Asians in U.S. will be emphasized through
out the Asian Pacific American Heritage Celebration. These
events are sponsored by GVSU's Office of Multicultural Affairs,
and will take place from Jan. 31 to March 23. These events are
free and open to the community.

„
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,' are responsible for making sure things run smoothly
throughout the night.
“There’s the planning stages and then the day of (the
dance) is when we really mobilize the senators and utilize
them to decorate the whole hall and do the little things like
check IDs when they come through the door and clean up
afterwards,” Lukwago said
Overall, though, the senators find that the work pays off.
“I think that having it for the past 27 years is a really good
thing that contributes to the smalLschool feel of Grand Val-

ley while it has expanded,” Lukwago s^id. “While it’sdike24,000 people that attend here, we still have dances like that
and a night where a large number of students can come to
gether and still have a fun night’together.”
Tickets for the ball can be purchased at the 2020 Desk
in the Kirkhof Center. For the first time, tickets for the
dance only are discounted for the first two weeks until Jan.
28 when they will be increased from $10 to $15. Tickets for
dinner and the dance are $30. The cocktail hour will begin
at 5:30 p.m. with the dinner following at 6:30 p.m. and the
dance at 8:30 p.m. Doors close at 11 p.m., and participants
must show a photo ID at the door.

shillenbrand@lanthorn.com

STUDENTS
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At the Lanthom we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right.
If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthom, let us know by
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriakffilanthom.com.
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folk question.

ote speakers, visit differ
ent workshops focusing
on career advice, eat free
breakfast and lunch, and
participate in group ses
sions.
“We have four different
sessions throughout the
day which would have dif
ferent subjects that people
can talk with, so we will
have three or four con
current workshops during
those sessions,” Proctor
said. “Students have the
option to chose the topics
which they would like to
see or hear about, and can
come for the entire day or
come and drop in for one
session of particular inter
est.”
Erin Rutgers, alumni re
lations assistant at GVSU,
was in charge of the logis
tical side of the conference
and helped make sure the
proper space was reserved,
the food was ordered and
all the equipment was
properly set up.
Rutgers
hopes
stu
dents can learn about fu
ture professions as well as
about internships.
“I hope that (the stu
dents) walk away feeling
confident going out into
the professional world and
I don’t mean that just af
ter graduation because we
are certainly encouraging
underclassmen, freshman
and sophomores,” Rutgers
said. “Maybe they are look
ing for an internship and
I want them to feel more
confident in their resume,
and in their interviewing,

and in their networking.”
Guest speakers for the
conference will include
employers and recruiters
from local businesses such
as Herman Miller, Steelcase, Dominos, and Saint
Mary’s Health Care.
For students preparing
to work in the professional
world, two important top
ics that will be covered are
how to properly use social
media and how to prepare
for an interview.
“We actually have two
social media platforms
and then our afternoon
keynote is really about
branding yourself, wheth
er that is online or in per
son,” Proctor said. “It is
very much geared toward
Linkedln, which is some
thing we encourage as a
professional social tool to
help get jobs that may not
be posted.”
Rutgers said that in
terviewing can be intimi
dating, so being properly
prepared can make all the
difference.
“Just getting practice
and hearing from other
people like HR represen
tatives and hearing what
they like to hear and the
weird things they have
heard from people,” Rut
gers said. “Don’t do this
or you should do this. We
like to share that.”
Conference organizers
are asking that students
pre-register for the event
so organizers can properly
plan food and events.
To ‘register, visit www.
gvsu.edu/stp.
assoclatff&lanthom.com
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We have officially left the roommate honeymoon phase

#% •

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
6VL COLUMNIST

Okay, let’s face it- the
honeymoon phase is offi
cially over. You have only
had one of those “weekly
family dinners” since you
moved in, and things are
so tense that it is only a
matter of time before one
roommate loses it and eats
all of the others Fiber One
bars. I know from expe

rience, a move like that
could start World War III.
It’s simply difficult to
live with other people,
no matter how good of
friends you are. Here are
some classic roommate
mistakes, and how to avoid
them.
The No. 1 roommate
issue could very well oc
cur when nobody does the
dishes, and no one will ad
mit to having used them.
“They aren’t my dishes”
could be the time-honored
quote of roommates ev
erywhere. Four pans with
remnants of egg, the entire
supply of forks, thirteen

coffee mugs, half a bowl
of CoCo Puffs and an ice
cream scooper sit in the
sink- yet nobody has used
these dishes. If Mr. No
body keeps this up things
are going to go south fast.
What’s the easiest way
to avoid dish-aster? Buy
plastic plates, bowls, cups
and utensils. If the dishes
are not yours- you cannot
be blamed. A foolproof
plan - just don’t forget to
recycle.
Another roommate is
sue is the cleaning sched
ule. Suzie was supposed to
clean Tuesday, but she had
a giant chemistry exam

Wednesday morning, and
Billy was supposed to
clean Thursday but he got
that nasty bout of flu that’s
going around.
Moral of the story?
Don’t make a cleaning
schedule, you will get
busy and you won’t stick
to it. Instead, clean when
other people are around. If
some of your roommates
are hanging out in the liv
ing area that needs to be
cleaned, start picking stuff
up. Chances are they won’t
just sit there and watch
you, especially if you are
getting in the way of “The
Office.” They’ll hand you

trash, or make a run to the
garbage can themselves.
You’ll be done in ten min
utes, and then it’s back to
Jim and Dwight.
The last big roommate
issue is using peoples’
stuff, and people using
yours. This one gets tricky
because there are some
things that are shared nat
urally (i.e. the Xbox in the
living room) and some that
people must ask for before
taking (i.e. food or bever
ages). Most roommates
like to share, if it happens
on their terms. Take their
stuff without asking, how
ever, and you are breaking

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

EDITORIAL

Are men naturally predisposed to be interested in
athletics more so than women ?

GOOD SPORT

"I don’t think so. I think if you are
raised in a household that is interested
in sports, you are likely to be if you are
a boy or a girl. If there is a lot of expo
sure you will probably take interest."

CAREY WILLIAMS
Senior, special education
Spring Lake. Mich.

“Not really, if anything it’s the constant
pressure growing up that encourages
guys to like football. A girl growing
up in a similar situation may like 'guy
sports’ and vice versa.”

COREY SIMON
Senior, English language & literature
Boyne Falls. Mich.

“I would say yes because of the ste
reotype. But at the same time, I would
say that now days it is equal because
there’s sports for both without restric
tion from no one."

a boundary that may be4rreparable. In this instance,’
the best thing you can do
is ask - every single time.^.
It’s difficult to liv/e
with people, to under:
stand each other’s quirks
and differences, so make
the choices that make co
habitation easier, and re
member to be patient with
each other. Ignore the fact
that your roommate has a
stinky rabbit for a pet, a)i$Ulove her because she is ftr
larious and always willing
to share a pizza with you;
That’s what I do.
ccolleran@lanthorn.cdm>>
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Though the numbers might indicate men are more "evolutionarily inclined” >.
to athletics, women in sports are on the rise for all the right reasons
.,.
t Grand Valley State University,
parks and one based on intramural
there are 11 women’s and nine
registrations at colleges and universi
men’s varsity sports teams. Since
ties - to shed light on something called
Title IX - a law that prohibits gender “evolved male predisposition hypoth
discrimination in education and sports - esis,” which says men are evolutionarily
was passed in 1972, the national average
more inclined than females to partici
of female high school athletes jumped
pate in competitive sports. Despite the
from 7 percent to 42 percent in 2012.
numbers, a surge which in his study
Deaner calls “certainly remarkable,”
In intercollegiate athletics, the presence
of females in sports increased from 30
he goes onto say that “equal or nearly
percent to 43 percent since 1982.
equal participation in organized school
That’s why the conclusions surmised sports does not necessarily equate
in Robert Deaner’s study “A Sex Differ
with equal or nearly equal interest in
ence in the Predisposition for Physi
sports. One reason is that, on average,
cal Competition: Males Play Sports
a participating male, compared to a
Much More than Females Even in the
participating female, may have a stron
Contemporary U.S.” aren’t completely
ger interest in or valuation of sports
regulation in our book.
or may have a stronger desire to be a
sports spectator.”
An associate professor of psychol
Though Deaner’s study, as he
ogy, Deaner’s research used three stud
affirms in Lanthorn reporter Pete Bar
ies - one based on time-use surveys,
row’s article on the bottom of Bl, is not
one based on observations at public

A

one done out of contempt for wometf
in sports, it is implicit of the return , »g’
to archaic thinking. He acknowledges *,
the role of social construction in these m
predispositions - he even says from an. i
evolutionary perspective, socialization •->
“will generally amplify inborn predis*
positions associated with sex” - but he
still uses the word inborn, which still
crowns biology as king when socializaJ tion (from the time girls are given rag- '■>
dolls and boys are given dump trucks)
is the obviously the cardinal factor in
any “inherent predisposition.”
'•*
But at GVSU, there are 11 women’s ; *' •*
and nine men’s varsity sports teams, and
Athletic Director Tim Selgo said that when j
it comes to competition, he thinks, “there i
are more similarities than differences” • • '’' <
•»
i
And that, fellow Lakers, is an indi*4 Iv'
i
cator that we’re on the right track. v ’.'
• i * V*
v t/•?'
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VANESSA GARCIA
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IT'S A SAD DAY WHet
HAS MCW?e SAMe TFU

Junior, math/secondary education
Chicago. III.

“To an extent, I would say yes just
based off of gender roles prevalent
in our society. However, I’d say we
have come a long way with a greater
involvement of women in athletics.”

ERIC VILLAFUERTE
Senior, sociology
Wyoming. Mich

"No, I think that in our society men
are taught to be athletic more so than
women. I mean, males are biologically
capable to be more athletic, but our
culture reaffirms that as well.”

VALLEY VOTE

ADRIANA BERENT

Do you think having no class on MLK Jr.
Day hindered student participation in
memorial events?

asmith@lanthorn.com

No offense, but you’re
way too easily offended

Senior, anthropology
Canton. Mich.

GVL OPINION POLICY
Grand Valley
Lanthorris YourSpace page by emailing
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Are men naturally predisposed to be
interested in athletics more so than
women?
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opinion page appear as space permits,
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Read the new blog

"EQUILIBRIUM”

Got something to say?
We’ll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com

by Lauren Wiltshire

READ ONLINE AT
LANTHORN COM/BLOG

Quirks are wonderfully enter
taining. These routines that con
tinue on, frequently along with
an unaware individual, are hard
to be rid of.
Personally, whether I ask
what the weather is like outside
(my god, we live in the tundra)
or what the heck happened with
Manti Te’o, I cannot help but start
with “I have a weird question,”
regardless of whether it is truly
weird or not. Another phrase
that has become well known and
widely used is “no offense,” and
you can bet your bottom dollar
that if someone starts a sentence
off with these two supposedly
harmless words, there will be
offense. It is as if by stating the
intention not to hurt any feelings
right off the bat, telling a friend
that she smells like rotting meat
will go over well.
Ironically enough, when talk
ing about offending people, some
people might just walk away feel

ing a bit offended. There are so
many instances in which our
society gets bent out of shape.
Celebrities are expected to not
only deal with the paparazzi but
to treat them kindly, as if they are
friends, never creepily lurking
with cameras, and couples eat
ing at romantic restaurants are
not seen as “ideal customers” if
they raise their voices. There is a
level of expectation that has been
handed down to us over time,
taught through both culture and
everyday experience.
At what point does being ok
fended become hypercritical or
humorless? If you were told as a
child not to put your elbows oq
the table, it might be a little ovefr
the-top for a date to throw his of
her plate of food at you, making
a scene if you did so. As it is wifn[
everything, too much of anything
is usually bad: that includes tak
ing offense. As perfection-seek^ing-students (some of you qre
probably thinking “yeah, right”),
or rather, as humans, we strive
do our best. But when criticized
given the silver or bronze mefak
we usually and collectively think
that some mistake has been
made, or that someone has been
bribed. .. READ MORE ONLINE AV
LANTHORN.COM
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BRAVING THE COLD TO MARCH FOR JUSTICE
considered that the weather
may have contributed to lower
he cold winter weather numbers this year.
“Just like in the past, people
didn’t stop some 200
were
there, engaged and ready
supporters from taking
to
participate,”
he said. “It took
part in the Martin Luther King
something
to
walk outside.
Day Silent March on Monday
That’s
the
reason
why I applaud
afternoon.
“It was bitter, bitter cold,” all those who participated.
said Bobby Springer, associate You had to really be about the
director of multicultural affairs cause.”
Grand Rapids Community
and co-chair of the MLK execu
College
was scheduled to hold
tive planning committee. “It
a
march
the same day, but can
was one of the coldest ever that
celled
due
to weather.
I have marched in, but it was
“It
was
worth
it because this
definitely well worth it.”
was
nothing
compared
to what
Springer said he was satisfied
they
went
through,
back
when
with the amount of support,
but it might not have been as they were marching,” Springer
large as the last couple of years. said speaking of the marches
This year marked the first year held by civil rights leaders in the
classes were not held on MLK past. “They were marching for a
Day. When classes were held in different life. They were making
the past, students would usually a statement that things needed
join the march after getting out to change for us, and we’re re
of class, Springer said. He also flecting on that moment during
BY RYAN JARVI

GVL STAFF WRITER

T

our march.”
The silent march that be
gan at Zumberge Library and
continued throughout campus
was an opportunity for those
who participated to reflect on a
number of things.
“For me it’s a reminder of
the sacrifice that Dr. King and
others made for me to have the
opportunity that I have today,”
Springer said. “To be on a cam
pus like Grand Valley, having
some of the opportunities that
I have.”
Kathleen Underwood, co
chair of the MLK executive
planning committee and direc
tor of women and gender stud
ies, said the march was symbol
ic of the university’s mission of
inclusion and equity.
“Having done it for 10 years
or more, I really look forward to
it as a time to reinvigorate my
sense of social justice and to

share that 20 minutes with likeminded people,” Underwood
said.
But getting those like-mind
ed people together on a day of
cancelled classes was a chal
lenge for committee members.
“When we realized in the
summer that we weren’t going
to have a population that was
already here to go on the march,
we had to create a reason for
people to come to campus,” Un
derwood said. “So that’s why we
planned a full day of activities,
and it seems to me it was an
overwhelming success.”
GVSU has had collaborative
speakers with GRCC and Dav
enport University since 2000,
but the program continues to
grow. Three years ago, GVSU
brought an additional speaker
into the mix and this year added
an award recognizing the ser
vices of a community member

or organization.
“Our goal eventually is to
have events each day, but it takes
time to build that kind of set of
events that many campuses do,”
Underwood said.
In previous years when
classes were in session, students
did not always have the option
to attend MLK. Day events due
to strict attendance policies of
some professors and not want
ing to miss covered material.
“I think having the classes off
accomplished two things,” Un
derwood said. “One, it permit
ted students who have always
wanted to participate the op
portunity to do so. The second
is this is a national holidaylike Labor Day, like the Fourth
of July—and we need to be
valuing it and honoring it, and
it shouldn’t be a test case about
whether people come out.”
rjarvi@lanthorn.com

PHOTOS BY ROBERT MATHEWS AND BO ANDERSON | GVL

For the greater cause: Despite bitter temperatures and falling snow, around 200 supporters came out to participate in the Martin Luther King Jr. Silent March op GVSU's Allendale campus. Lead by
Bobby Springer, associate director of multicultural affairs, the walk provided an educational experience for those in attendence as signs lining the walk were filled with information about MLK Jr.

i

PHOTOS BY JESSICA HOLLENBECK, BO ANDERSON, AND MEGAN SINDERSON | GVL

R*m«mb«rinq days past: Whether it was through the Silent March, the keynote address given by Judge Glenda Hatchett, the poverty simulation event, or any of the other Martin Luther
King Jr Day events that happened on campus, GVSU students, faculty, and community members were able to remember the impact MLK Jr. had on the world we currently live in.
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Hatchett: NLK Jr. a human, global hero
BY LIZZY BALBOA

GVL NEWS EDITOR

Ihe question is not “What would King do,” Judge
Glenda Hatchett said to the Grand Valley State Uni
versity community during Monday’s Martin Luther
King Day keynote address. “The question is, ‘What
are we prepared to do with purpose and passion
and dignity and respect for one another?”’
Ihe Kirkhof Center’s Pere Marquette Room was
equipped to host between 400 and 500 people, but
as students, faculty and administrators flooded in
from the Silent March and other events, many were
forced to stand along the walls and even out in the
hall to hear Hatchett speak.
“What a Joyous time in the nation—in the
world—as we gather in what I believe is our jour
ney now for the beloved community,” Hatchett said.
“Dr. King did not see the realization for that beloved
community, but it is within our reach.”
The judge, who played music with King’s children
growing up, mentioned often her inability to under
stand the racial struggles as a child, but only through
her “adult eyes” can appreciate King’s legacy.
“He was born at a time when the vast majority of
the world didn’t expect much—really, many didn’t
expect anything—of a little colored boy born in the
deep-South,” she said. “Destiny saw it differently.
Destiny called for a higher expectation and a mar
velous outcome of this little boy being born into the
world. So, as destiny would have defined it, Martin
Luther King defied all expectations and he was set
out on what I call a mission of mercy, not just to
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL liberate people of color, but rather to liberate the
Packed house: Judge Glenda Hatchett, keynote guest for Monday’s King celebration, hearts and souls of all people.”
speaks to 500 students and faculty in the Grand River Room in the Kirkhof Center.
Calling people to celebrate his legacy, Hatchett

advised listeners to pursue justice by focusing less
on tolerating those who are different and more on
understanding them.
“Tolerance (means) I’m just putting up with
you,” she said. “Understanding means that I am
making an effort to connect with you. I am mak
ing an effort to know who you are, to know you as
a person, to understand because we are different.
And once we understand our differences and we
understand we’re all bringing special things to this
beloved community, to this table, we are going to be
in a better position, because I can learn from you.”
Hatchett also drew on her experiences as a
judge to suggest a continuation of King’s mission
in Michigan today. Throughout her career, she has
seen American youth stuck in the economic cycle
of theft parents, where a poor education led into a
poor future. Thus, she noted that education lies at
the root of justice and must be improved.
1 Hatchett also recalled her own formal learn
ing experience with torn, hand-me-down books.
When she, as a first grader, requested new books,
she was told that black students couldn’t have them.
To compensate, her father told her to take out her
crayons and write her own story, and that’s the mes
sage she passed on to the GVSU community.
“It is about challenges,” Hatchett said. “When
you get to a rough place in your life—and in life’s
book there are going to be some torn pages—you
are not to give up.”
Ihe judge closed with a challenge.
“You go home and you write your own story be
cause it’s not about what King would do,” she said.
“It’s about what we’re expected to do here and now
to build a beloved community.”
news a lanthorn.com

Poverty education a focus for MLK Jr. Day events
of two to five chairs. Each circle
would be considered a ‘family’
during the 45-minute simulation.
“It’s designed to be an educa
On a cold and snowy Martin
Luther King Day, the Grand Val tional experience, connecting the
ley State University Women’s academic classroom experience
Center, student organization Hun to the real world,’’ said Brittany
ger and Homelessness and Access Demberger, assistant director of
of West Michigan joined together the Womens Center.
Cheryl Hillman, the poverty
to give participants a realistic idea
education coordinator for Access
of what poverty really looks like.
The Women’s Center and Hun of W'est Michigan, said the simu
ger and Homelessness collaborat lation program was created about
ed to bring Access of West Michi seven years ago, and since then
gan and the Poverty Simulation, a the organization has organized
program where participants have over 100 simulations.
“It is a game format, but it’s
the opportunity to simulate living
in poverty and face the challenges not a game,’’ Hillman said. “(The
that accompany it, to campus.
•• event )tieals with issues surround
Each participant was asked to ing poverty and the lives affected
select a seat set up in a small circle by poverty.’’
BY KARA HAIGHT

GVL STAFF WRITER

The ‘families’ represented dif
ferent types of “at-risk.” Some
included single-parent households
with multiple children, and oth
ers were elderly couples coping
with illnesses or diseases. Each
family received an envelope filled
with basic information about their
new role and the challenges and
situations the families would be
facing. Hillman explained par
ticipants would be living in pov
erty for one month, consisting of
15-minute “weeks,” during which
their goal was to provide food for
their family and pay their rent and
utilities. At first, participants took
some time to get acquainted with
‘the facts of their families and set
out to the community resources,
but lines of nervous looking faces

stretched down the side of tables,
becoming more visibly upset when
the 15-minute window expired.
The simulation continued for
three more of those sessions, all
presenting their own unique strug
gles that brought some participatns to simulated violence to get
what they needed. Toward the end
of the fourth session, families that
had not paid rent were ‘evicted’
and forced to go to a shelter.
In the discussion groups Hill
man facilitated following the ex
ercise, participans all agreed that
during the simulation, the kind of
simulated stealing or other crimes
they committed to get money were
easy to do - but they all maintined
that they wouldn’t do that in their
everyday lives.

t
t,
i
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GVSU BASKETBALL

“People in poverty don’t have
different morals,” Hillman said.
“But sometimes desperate situ
ations call for desperate mea
sures.”
The program was designed for
75 participants, but even with the
major snow that hit the Allendale
Campus on Monday. Dernberger
said that both sessions were over
capacity.
Crystal Fisher, a GVSU student
and participant in the poverty sim
ulation. said the event made her
feel helpless.
“I actually came in thinking,
‘Aren’t we all living in poverty?
We’re college students,”’ Fisher
said. “I’ll definitely be more aware
now.
,
:r, of *Jlive*
khaight a lanthorn.com
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Two named GLIAC
Athletes of the Week
Senior Matt Armstrong
and junior Larry Julson of
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity track and field team
have been named the GLI
AC Men's Indoor Track &
Field Athletes of the Week.
Armstrong was awarded
the Field Athlete of the
Week for his performance
at the Mike Lints Alumni
Open.
His first-place,
17.74
meter toss in the shot put
became the furthest Divi
sion II throw so far this
year.' Julson was named
the Track Athlete of the
Week after finishing fourth
in the 3,000 meter run with
a time of 8 minutes, 17.83
seconds — good enough
for an NCAA Division II In
door Championship provi
sional qualifying mark.
GVSU will return to ac
tion on Saturday when they
host the GVSU Quad meet
at the Kelly Family Sports
Center at 1 p.m.

PHOTOS BY ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
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Women's T & F notch
12 qualifying marks
The Grand Valley State
University women's track
and field team had a strong
showing at the Mike Lints
Alumni Open last Satur
day, earning 12 qualify
ing marks in the event.
GVSU senior Sam Lockhart
notched a pair of automat
ic qualifying marks when
she placed first in the shot
put (16.08 meters) and the
weight throw (20.46 me
ters).
Sophomore Jacqueline
Williams finished first in
the pole vaulting event as
she cleared a season-best
height of 3.75 meters. Ju
nior Kalena Franklin also
had a big day for the Lak
ers, finishing first in the 60
meter hurdles. The defend
ing NCAA Division II cham
pions are currently the No.
1 team in the country.

GVSU to host U of M,
MSU at Kelly Center
Grand Valley State Uni
versity will play host as the
University of Michigan and
Michigan State University
track and field teams com
pete against each other.
The dual meet between the
Division I rivals will be held
in the Kelly Family Sports
Center.
The meet will take place
after the GVSU Quad meet
and is scheduled to start
at 6 p.m. GVSU will be
competing against Divi
sion I foes as well, as they
take on Central Michigan
University and Eastern
Michigan University in the
GVSU Quad. Hillsdale Col
lege will also be competing
in the GVSU Quad.

SPORTS

SCHEDULE
M BASKETBALL
Thursday vs. Saginaw
Valley, 6 p.m.
Saturday at Wayne State,
1 p.m.

W. BASKETBALL
vs. Saginaw
Valley, 8 p.m.
Saturday at Wayne State,
3 p.m.

Thursday

M INDOOR TRACK
Saturday

GVSU Quad,

1 p.m.

W. INDOOR TRACK
Saturday- GVSU Quad,

1 p.m.

GVSU's depth
remains cardinal
strength in GL/AC
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

Whether its junior Rob
Woodson who can come in
and provide instant offense,
sophomore Ryan Majerle
who can stretch the defense
with his three-point sharp
shooting, or freshman Ernijis Ansons suffocating on ball
defense, the Grand Valley
State University mens bas
ketball team has a plethora
of options to come off their

bench at their disposal.
The depth of the Lak
ers has been one of their
strengths thus far in the
season. GVSU (13-3, 10-2
GLIAC) has ten players on
their roster who currently
average at least ten minutes
per contest.
“If you look back over the
t ime that I’ve been here, we’ve
always played a lot of guys,”
said head coach Ric Wesly.
“It’s not really unusual that
we would have nine guys,
or ten guys that would play
double digit minutes. That’s
kind of been our mode here.
We’ve been fortunate to have
good depth and a number of

kids that are capable of be
ing productive players. We
like to develop chemistry, so
we like to give guys oppor
tunities when we feel like
their play warrants it.”
GVSU’s depth has been
instrumental in wearing
down their opponents in
the late stages of a game.
Ifie Lakers have outscored
their opponents an average
of 37.5 to 29.8 in the second
half of games this year.
“It’s a credit to our depth,”
said senior point guard and
captain Breland Hogan.
“Most teams can’t just sus
tain the energy we sustain.
We bring in fresh guys and

they got in the same five that
they started with and they
can’t keep up.”
GVSU only has one per
son who averages double
digit points per game, sopho
more Ryan Sabin (11.3 points
per game), but the Lakers
have eight guys who average
at least five points per game.
On eight separate occa
sions, GVSU has had a dif
ferent leading scorer, includ
ing Woodson, who tallied 15
points against Kuyper Col
lege and 11 against North
ern Michigan University off
of the bench.
“I just tried to stay ag
gressive,” Woodson said. “I
try to get in there and get the
team some energy. If we do
have that lead, try to sustain
that and keep giving energy
and staying aggressive.”
Lately, the Lakers have
had to deal with various in
juries. Sophomore Darius
Norman is out for the rest
of the year with a torn me
niscus, and senior Tyrone
Lee has miss periods of time
while battling an ankle inju
ry, but the Lakers have been
able to move forward with
out their presence.
“When you’re a man
down, the player you’re put
ting in for him is not neces

sarily someone who hasn’t
been on the court for key
situations,” Wesley said.
“(Depth) helps you game to
game, but really helps you as
you have injuries along the
way.”
Another result of having
a deep team is that the prac
tices always remain com
petitive. During the season,
players can become lethar
gic with the daily grind and
repetitious nature of prac
tices, but the competitive at
mosphere doesn’t make that
possible at GVSU.
“That’s a key part of our
practices,” Wesley said. “The
fact that guys know that they
are preparing for the games.
Quite often our second team
is able to beat our first team.
It certainly makes for a more
competitive environment. I
think it pushes everyone to
perform at their very best.”
The Lakers will hope
their depth can be the differ
ence in a couple key GLIAC
contests. GVSU will face
rivals Saginaw Valley State
University at 6 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse Arena, and will
then travel to take on Wayne
State University (11-0 GLI
AC) on Saturday at 1 p.m.
sports(qlanthorn.com

The gender divide in sports
GV study
shows male
predisposition to
all things sports
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Evolution requires mil
lions of years to transgress
nature, but in sports, an
evolution has transpired
right in front of our eyes
over the course of 40 years.
Following the June 23,
1972 legislature Title IX, an
educational amendment that
guarantees that no person
on the basis of sex shall be
excluded from participation
in any activity receiving fed
eral financial benefits, gender
equality in sports appear to
have come a long way.
Today, women comprise
42 percent of high school
sports participants, 43 per
cent of intercollegiate sports
participants. However, in a
recent study conducted by
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Robert Deaner - the
associate professor of psy
chology cautions against
any proclamation of perpet
ually growing equality.
His study, titled “A Sex Dif
ference in the Predisposition
for Physical Competition:
Males Play Sports Much More
than Females Even in the Con
temporary U.S.” Deaner pits

evolutionary theory against
the ideology that governs our
policy - predicated off of three
extensive surveys.
“I keep an open mind,
but I don’t expect we’re ever
going to find in our lifetime
that women’s interest is re
ally as great as men’s in com
petitive sport,” Deaner said.
“Especially in the so-called
masculine sports with the di
rect competition that might
involve physical contact.”
In his study, he talks
about the swell of female
athletes
following
the
implementation of Title
IX, but goes on to say that
“Nevertheless, equal or
nearly equal participation
in organized school sports
does not necessarily equate
with equal or nearly equal
interest in sports.”
His conclusion: that on
average, American men ac
tually play sports about three
times as often as American
women - and it’s no acci
dent that they do. According
to what Deaner called the
“evolved male predisposition
hypothesis,” he said there are
evolutionary factors that pre
dispose males toward sport
and he would say his results
statistically dispel the notion
that those inclinations are all
socially constructed.
Herein lies the question:
does Title IX need to be ad
justed?

“I think it does,” Deaner
said. “I’m not a law expert,
but I’ve read quite a bit on
the topic and for the most
part the policies (are) imple
mented under the assump
tion that men and women,
in general, have equal inter
est and our research shows
that’s not true.”
Deaner said the study
was not done to undercut
women or their rightful
place in sport in any way.
“I want to make it clear
that the study is not claiming
that there aren’t any women
who are deeply interested
and really proficient at sport
- of course there are,” he
said. “And the idea is not to
demean them or take away
their opportunities.”
At GVSU, athletic ad
ministrators said the uni
versity makes a clear effort
to balance resources allo
cated to both male and fe
male teams, and that both
sexes train and prepare to
equal extents.
“In both men’s and wom
en’s sports, you see individu
als that are just more com
petitive than the rest of them
and I don’t think there’s any
difference there,” said Tim
Selgo, GVSU’s athletic direc
tor. “I think there are more
similarities than differences.”
Some, like jerry Baltes,
take it a step further. As head
coach of both the men’s and

women’s track and field and
cross-country teams, Baltes is
optimistic for further growth.
“As we’ve seen since the
seventies, the gap has come
much closer together,” Bal
tes said. “It’s probably not
going to be as a great a rate
over the next 10 years, 20
years, but I would think
it would continue to inch
closer as more woman have
participated and do en
courage their children and
grandchildren to partake.”
GVSU currently is able
to fund scholarships to the
fullest extent allowed by the
NCAA for all of its women’s
programs, but cannot do
the same for men outside

of football and basketball,
although men try-out and
walk-on in more frequency.
“In a context of intercol
legiate varsity sports, we at
Grand Valley have 11 wom
en varsity sports and nine
men’s,” Selgo said. “That’s a
reflection of 60 percent of
our student body is female.
That is something that I
think Grand Valley has al
ways taken pride in, that
we’ve sponsored a number
of sports for our women
that are reflective of the
student body, interests and
abilities.”
pbarrowsa)
lanthorn.com
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dsen leads Laker women into GLIACS

JAY BUSHEN

Gvt ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

' Before she takes her marks,
junior Caitiyn Madsen stares
down her competition and
imagines what it will feel like
16 take them down.
The GVSU womens swimh’ling and diving team will
loqk to Madsen for leader
ship as they hope to upset the
reigning NCAA Division II
champs, Wayne State Univer
sity in the upcoming GL1AC
Championships.
1) |No swimmer in GVSU
Womens history holds more
varsity records than Madsen,
Who owns the record in the
500 yard backstroke (2 min
utes, 2.18 seconds), 100 but
terfly (56.01) and 200 butterfly
(5:01.45). She has also been a
pah of the schools fastest 400
Vnedley relay team (3:47.94)
knd 800 freestyle relay team
|7:34.24).
* The junior captain from
Chicago, Illinois said positive
imagery is the secret to her
success.
’ “I always look at the record
board and visualize taking the
letters down,” she said. “With
my name replacing their
names.”
In the team’s 177-123 vict6fy over the University of
Indianapolis last Saturday,
fRe junior touched first in the
200 butterfly (2:09.25), 100
butterfly (58.64) and 400 IM
(4:41.47). She and teammates
Olivia Schultz, Danielle Vallier,
and Sarah Roeser also finished
first in the 200 medley relay.
Madsens attention to detail
highlights her ability to prepare
for competition. Every aspect
of her routine is premeditated,

ARCHIVE I GVL

Setting records: Already the owner of five varsity school
records, Madsen has lead the team during her junior season.

from pre-game music to how
her body will feel when she en
ters the water.
GVSU head coach Andy
Boyce said Madsens success
didn’t happen overnight.
“Caitiyn is very dedicated,”
Boyce said. “She’s one of the
hardest workers on our team,
and it pays off in meets.”
Her work ethic dates
back to her time at Commu
nity High School, where she
learned the importance of set
ting (and excelling) personal
goals. Her teacher owned the
school record for the fastest
time in the 100 butterfly, a re
cord that Madsen promised to
eclipse.
She followed through on
her promise, besting the pre
vious mark as a senior in a
speedy 58.46 seconds en route
to being named an All-Amer
ican.
“Her work ethic is very
strong. She always gives 110
percent,” said classmate and
co-captain Danielle Vallier.
“She always gives 110 percent.
Caitiyn comes in every day
with a positive attitude and

is really good at pushing her
teammates to do their best
both academically and in the
pool.”
The biomedical science
major said her teammates are
her primary source of motiva
tion.
“I love this team,” Madsen
said. “Were like a family. We
are all so close, and are always
cheering for each other and
helping each other get through
the season.”
She hopes to meet her goals
at the conference champion
ships, where GVSU will at
tempt to take down a Wayne
State team that has won the
GLIAC title six of the past
seven years.
“Caitiyn does the right
things every day, and she’s only
a junior,” Boyce said.
The Lakers will head to
Canton, Ohio for the GLIAC
Championships which begin
on Feb. 6 a 4 p.m. The NCAA
Division II National Champi
onships start on Mar. 6 at 10:30
a.m. in Birmingham, Ala.
assistantsports a
lanthorn.com
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Leader of the pack: Senior guard Briauna Taylor has moved to No. 10 on GVSU’s career
scoring list with 1,295 points and also leads the team in scoring, rebounding, assists, and
steals.

GVSU’s Taylor does it all
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

In her four years of play
ing for the Grand Valley
State University women’s
basketball team, senior
Briauna Taylor has shown
there’s not much she’s not
capable of.
Taylor currently leads
the Lakers in scoring (15.9
per game), rebounding (6.9
per game), assists (2.8 per
game) and steals (2.1 per
game).
She is also a member
of the 1,000 point club at
GVSU and currently sits at
No. 10 on the GVSU wom
en’s career scoring list with
1,295 points.
“She’s developed into a
young lady that has really
worked her tail off and is
really doing everything that
our program expects,” said
head coach Janel Burgess.
In addition to her stellar
accomplishments in basket
ball, Taylor also excels for
the GVSU women’s softball
team. In her two years play
ing for the team, she has a
career .408 batting average,
hit 19 home runs, and has
91 RBI’s. In 2012, Taylor
was also named to the Na
tional Fastpitch Coaches
Association All-Midwest
Region First Team.
If you have been to one
of the Lakers basketball

games, it’s easy to notice
the type of floor leader
Taylor is. She is constantly
taking charge, instructing
her fellow teammates and
ultimately sets the tone for
her team in each game.
However, if you ask her and
her teammates, that’s not
always how it used to be.
“My freshman year, she
was quiet and didn’t talk
much,” said senior Alex
Stelfox. “Now its just the
complete opposite. She has
taken all of her weaknesses
and continued to work on
them. I think now she’s
considered one of the best
players in the GLIAC.”
It takes a special athlete
to have the ability to talk to
a teammate in a construc
tive way without being neg
ative. For her teammates,
it’s like having a coach with
them on the court at all
times.
“She knows how to talk
to her players because she
knows her players very
well,” Stelfox said. “She
knows their strengths and
their weaknesses. She can
give criticism the right way
and they listen to her. You
can’t say a lot of people lis
ten to their teammates that
well, but everyone respects
her and listens to her.”
As with most players,
her career wasn’t a walk

in the park, having to deal
with various personnel
changes, and also a change
in the team that hit close to
home.
“This year, the whole
dynamics of the team has
changed with my sister
not being on the team any
more,” Taylor said. “With
somewhat of a different
coaching staff, too, I’ve had
to make some adjustments,
but I think I’ve adapted just
fine.”
Coming
down
the
stretch in her final season
as a Laker, Taylor has led
the team to a 12-4 overall
mark, (8-4 GLIAC) with
hopes of returning GVSU
to the top of the confer
ence.
“I think this team has
the ability to take first
place,” Taylor said. “These
next couple of weeks are
huge for us. We just need
to take one game at a time.
That’s what will prepare us
best for the GLIAC tourna
ment.”
Taylor and the Lakers
will continue their chase
for a GLIAC North crown,
when they take on Saginaw
Valley State University
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Al
lendale, and at 3 p.m. on
Saturday at Wayne State
University.
tbaker a lanthorn.com
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Resilience paves way for Armstrong
Senior recovers from serious knee injury to get back to football and track teams
BY EVAN MCMILLIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

ARCHIVE | GVL

The long road back: Matt Armstrong competes in the shot
put during a previous "The Big Meet” held in Allendale.

When any athlete suffers a season
ending injury, it can be devastating.
For Grand Valley State University se
nior Matt Armstrong, it was twice as
worse.
Armstrong is a two-sport athlete for
the Grand Valley State University foot
ball and track and field teams, which
made his road to recovery from a seri
ous injury more arduous than others.
In the spring of 2011, Armstrong
was participating in football drills with
the rest of the linemen when he dam
aged his knee.
“I was going through our offensive
lineman steps and all of a sudden I just felt
something pop in my knee,” Armstrong
said. “There was no immediate pain but
I could feel something moving around. It
ended up being a big piece of cartilage.”
Armstrong is an offensive lineman
on the varsity football team and a shotputter and discus-thrower on the var
sity track team. He was given a medical
redshirt in 2011, so that he would not
lose a year of eligibility.
Armstrong then had to undergone
bone graph surgery, which requires the
removal of dead bone from the affected
area and replacing it with pieces of new
bone, which came from his shin, along
with donated cadaver chips.

He then underwent 12 weeks of in
tensive rehab where him learned to walk
again. It was eight to nine months of to
tal rehabbing before he could conduct
any football or track related activities.
However, none of that stopped Arm
strong from getting back to competing.
In his first track and field appear
ance since the 2011 outdoor national
championship, Armstrong finished
third in the shot put with an NCAA
Division II provisional qualifying mark
in the Bob Eubanks Open.
“You’ve got to make sure you stay
committed to doing the rehab,” Arm
strong said. “Don’t do more than the
doctor allows you to. Then just wait
your time and keep doing the rehab
and you’ll be fine.”
Competing in both football and track
made the rehab process even more crucial
as he’s a vital component to both teams.
In football in 2009, Armstrong was
named All-GLLAC Honorable Mention
and the GVSU Offensive Rookie of the
Year. In 2010, he was named to the First
Team All-GLLAC plaudits and was a key
part of the offensive line.
He understands the importance of
how the right training helps a multi
sport athlete get ready for competition.
“I think they go hand in hand to
gether, honestly,” he said when com
paring the training processes for both
sports. “I enjoy doing both. Both sports

involve being athletic and being explo
sive, so both bring benefits to what
each sport is trying to do.”
Jerry Baltes, head coach of the GVSU
men’s and women’s track teams, has been
impressed with the way Armstrong has
battled back from his injury.
“He’s been very diligent with his re
habbing,” Baltes said. “He’s been very sup
portive of the other throwers and athletes
on the team, so he’s done a great job not
just working hard to get healthy again, but
he’s been a great teammate to everyone.”
While no athlete ever wants to suffer
through an injury, Armstrong did see
part of it as sort of a blessing in disguise.
“It helped me realize thabour bod
ies aren’t going to let us play sports
forever,” Armstrong said. “I’m a stu
dent athlete. I’m in college, I’m here to
play football and do track, so a lot of
my time is consumed with sports, you
know, so I think I lost track of why I
was in college. I need to keep in focus
why I’m here — to get an education.”
You can next see Armstrong and the
rest of the track team as they play host
to Eastern Michigan University, Central
Michigan University and Hillsdale Col
lege in a scored meet at the Kelly Family
indoor center at GVSU on Jan. 26. That
night they will also host a University of
Michigan and Michigan State Univer
sity dual meet at the same venue.
emcmillin@lanthorn.com

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
GVSU track and field ready to take on Division I opponents
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

The Grand Valley State
University indoor track and
field program is one of the
top programs in the country
and they have the hardware
to prove it. This Saturday,
they’ll put their reputation
to the test for the first time
officially in 2013 when they
welcome competition from
around the state.
The Kelly Family Sports
Center will once again play
host and the Lakers will
compete against Eastern
Michigan University, Cen-

M
For the first time
this early in the
season we're
talking about
coming together
as a team to .
try to win a
meet...
f i

NICK POLK
ASSISTANT TRACK
COACH

tral Michigan University,
and Hillsdale College in the
GVSU Quad, then will be
followed by a dual-meet
between the University of
Michigan and Michigan
State University in the Kelly
Center.
“It’s a really exciting
weekend for track and field
in Michigan,” said former
GVSU All-American and
current assistant coach Nick
Polk. “We have six of the top
teams in Michigan. We get

to see competition between
Division I and Division II
and host a meet that’s very
unlike any meet we’ve ever
seen before in our facility
with Michigan and Michigan
State.”
With four warm-up meets
already under their belt this
season, GVSU indoor track
is already ahead of the curve.
The men’s team jumped rank
ings from 16th to fifth, and the
women remain at No. 1 after
impressive performances in
the Mike Lints Alumni Open.
“Especially on the guys
side, this has been the best
start we’ve had in quite some
time,” said track and field head
coach Jerry Baltes. “We’ve had
a lot of young kids step in.
Ahead of schedule, this
year’s team will be tossed
into scored completion ear
lier than ever.
“Normally at this point
in the season, we’re not talk
ing about winning meets,”
Polk said. “We’re talking
about trying to run quali
fying times to make it to
the NCAA’S. For the first
time this early in the season
we’re talking about coming
together as a team to try to
win a meet, which isn’t nor
mally the case. This is going
to be great prep for confer
ence and nationals for us.”
The competition will be
impressive all day, but the
Lakers remain determined.
“All three programs are
great programs with great
competition and athletes,”
Baltes said. “We’re defi
nitely hyped up and excited
to compete, and unlike the
last four meets we’ve posted,
there’s going to be a winner
and loser at the end of the
day from a team perspective
and we definitely want to
win the darn thing.”
Junior Logan Hoffman is
also ready to start chasing
down a few goals this week
end.

“As a team, we had a lit
tle goal setting session and
we decided that we kind of
want to put aside places at
nationals right now and get
as many guys as we can to
the national meet,” Hoffman
said. “Buy as many plane
tickets as we can. Take it
step-by-step, we just want to
get there first.”
As a division II program,
GVSU would be out of their
league in many other sports
- not track and field.
“One of our goals is to be
able to compete at the high
est level regardless of divi
sion,” Polk said. “We recruit
a lot against those schools.
We are pulling for the same
type of athletes, same kids,
so we should be able to com
pete with them.”
Junior hurdler Kalena

Franklin is optimistic about
her team’s chances.
“We’re going against two
schools that are Division I,
hoping to crush them,” Frank
lin said. “To be honest, we just
hope to murder them in all
areas. Our girls are ready’’
Admission is free to all stu
dents and $7 at the door for all
other admissions. The quad
meet will begin at 1 p.m.
“We’ll be bringing in a lot
of people to the university
and to the campus that haven’t
probably been here,” Polk said.
“The best thing would be to
have a lot of campus support
for this. One way to consider
it is if our football team were
playing those teams. It’d be a
big deal, so hopefully we get
the same love.”

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Cleared: Senior Amy Reynolds clears the bar during a
recent meet. Reynolds has cleared 3.45 meters this season.

pbarrows@lanthorn.com
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Bringing the kids, sibs back to GV
BY MARY MATTINGLY
g\ZL staff writer

here are many traditions cel
ebrated at Grand Valley State
University, one of them being
Siks and Kids weekend.
-Held once a year, GVSU stu
dents, staff and faculty invite their
siftings and ^children to enjoy a
variety of events and activities
throughout the Allendale Campus,
with past events including bounce
heuses, tie-dying, a variety of
games and much more.
"Previous years have had around
7(Jt) guests register to be a part of
thi weekend and Chelsea Pulice,
S*£s and Kids coordinator, expects
a Similar turnout this year. There are
already about 500 people registered,
sfie said.
"On Friday and Saturday, regis
tered guests will be able to take part
in more than 30 different events
and activities for the whole fam
ily,' including a bounce house, craft
rooms, airbrush tattoos, Stuff a Crit
ter! photo booths and laser tag.
. One of the games in this years
lineup is “human bowling.” The
new game will be held in the Fieldhouse Arena, along with laser tag
and bumper cars.
“Basically, human bowling is
when you go in a large clear ball,
almost like a gerbil’s, and someone
pushes you into life-size pins,” Pu
lice said.
"'Besides the new lineup addi
tions, a few crowd favorites will also
be returning to GVSU, including
“The Norman Magic Experience”
and the “Jonathan Burns: Flexible
Comedy” performance.
"Norman Ng first became inter
ested in magic at a young age when a
magic store clerk showed him a trick
that fascinated him.
"“It was amazing, and that mo
ment of astonishment changed my
life,” Ng said.

T

Now, he has amazed audiences
at more than 150 colleges and uni
versities, countless fairs, theaters
and corporate events across the
country, including multiple per
formances at GVSU.
“I love the wide range of ages at
the GVSU Sibs and Kids weekend,”
Ng said. “I get to share my unique
magic that kids don’t see often."
Audiences can expect a multi
tude of tricks, including “smashing
stuff with a baseball bat, magic in
3-D” and a “magical treasure hunt.”
“Its not your typical rabbit-outof-the-hat stuffT Pulice said. “It’s hi
larious, mind-blowing magic.”
Ng’s philosophy is to have his
audience “walk away from his
show with the feeling of being a
child again where the world has no
boundaries.”
As for “Jonathan Bums: Flexible
Comedy,” the audience will marvel
at his combination of comedy and
contortionism.
Bums has been showcasing his
interesting take on comedy to au
diences around the world, having
been featured on TV shows, includ
ing The Jay Leno Show and the Late
Show with David Letterman.
He is ecstatic to return to
GVSU for another perfor
mance.
“I enjoy these weekends be
cause it gives me a chance to per
form some routines with kid vol
unteers that I don’t get to at other
colleges and universities,” Burns said.
“My show is very interactive and
working with younger volunteers is
often an unpredictable experience,
which keeps me on my toes.”
This year, guests and GVSU stu
dents and staff can experience “a
comedic and stunt extravaganza
that sibs, kids, and students of all
ages are sure to enjoy,” he said.
“I hope that my show will amaze
and amuse everyone who comes,”
Bums said. “There will be some

JONATHAN BURNS | COURTESY

Crazy contortions: Comedian Jonathan Bums will be pushing the boundries of magic when he visits GVSU’s

thing for everyone, not only
the kids, but the GVSU students as
well.”
The performers aren’t the only
ones excited for the family-themed
weekend.
Although this is Pulice’s first
year making sure the Sibs and Kids
weekend runs smoothly, she is
confident and enthusiastic. Not

only is she excited to see her
hard work pay off, but Pulice is
thrilled to see the guests come and
have a great time.
“I’m just excited to see kids ex
cited to do all these things,” she
said. “I feel like there are a good
variety of things for everyone to
really enjoy.”
With the $20 registration fee,

For the full list of events, reg
istration and more information
go to www.gvsu.edu/sibsnkids
or contact Chelsea Pulice at pulicech@gvsu.edu
moberski(a)lanthorn.com

Students ‘step forward in art education’
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL A&E EDITOR

Last November Emily Horvat
and Michelle Haapala took a step
forward in pursuing their art edu
cation degrees in a room filled with
special needs children, their parents
^nd as surplus of art supplies. The
workshop was' the first step in find
ing art for their gallery exhibit.
! Now, through months of plan
ning, hard work and sleepless
flights, the Grand Valley State
University seniors are showcasing
\Vhat it means to be an art educa
tion student with “stepping for
ward in (ART) education."
• The exhibit, which is on dis
play in the Padnos Gallery inside
the Calder Art Center until Feb.
|, wasn’t required for gradua
tion. They aren’t Bachelor of Fine
Art students, but they’re pursuing
Bachelor of Arts degrees and want
ed a chance to showcase their years
of hard work, just like the BFA stu
dents are required to do.
“At first, it was like, a kind of
standing up for ourselves, like ‘We
vyant to do this, we can do it,*” Haa
pala said. “I remember myself be
ing outraged about, ‘Why can’t we
do this too?’ And then it turned
into, this is the perfect opportunity
-! if were getting this opportunity this is a perfect opportunity to turn
it about what we really are doing.”
Their original plan was to show
people that art education wasn’t all
about “boring lesson plans,” Haa
pala said, but they wanted people*
realize how much work actually
goes into the degree. Students need
at least 120 credits to graduate
from GVSU, Horvat and Haapala
will each have around 170.
“People don’t take us seriously
sometimes, and I don’t know if
people fully know the extent of
what we fully do,” Haapala said.
“Tlhat’s what started it.”
! But after some thought, they’re
real focus came into view. The gal
lery not only showcases their print
making works, but also art created
by 10 special education students,
who Horvat worked with at a camp
aver the summer.
! The November workshop let chil
dren with a range of disabilities cre
ate what they thought was galleryWorthy art. Each child started with a
4

If

EMILY HORVAT | COURTESY

From the children: Emily Horvat puts the final touches on the "stepping forward in (ART) education” exhibit, which features artwork created by children.

piece of white paper and were given
crayons, markers and colored pen
cils, with the option of using other
3D elements, too. Horvat said most

ft
People don't take us
seriously sometimes,
and I don't know if
people fully know
the extent of what
we fully do.
«
MICHELLE HAAPALA
ART EDUCATION MAJOR

of the children stuck to only 2D
drawings, and some just doodled on
the paper, but others followed their
direction to create pieces that they

wanted to see in a gallery.
“They did what we told them to do,
and we said ‘Just do it,’ Horvat said
After several hours, and creat
ing multiple projects, the children
chose which pieces they wanted to
hang in the gallery, with their name
in large letters next to it.
“Some of them you could see
made stuff that mimicked famous
artists, or famous pieces,” Haapala
said. “It’s cool to see their perceptions
of what they would want to see in a
gallery space because, hey now look
at - it’s up in a gallery space.”
Haapala said they hope the chil
dren make the connection between
their art and the gallery, and under
stand that, “Maybe it doesn’t have to
be like ‘that’ to hang in a gallery”
“It’s not like it’s some totally de
signer - I still think about that like,
‘My stuff can’t be in a show, it’s not
worthy,m Haapala said. “Yes it is,
come on. Anything’s worthy.”
Both students want to teach

elementary art, and the workshop
and gallery process has helped
them show what art education is
really about.
“Art education is a lot, like, it’s
all about community and bringing
it out to the public, letting people
know and educating people,” Haa
pala said.
They hope viewers will un
derstand how passionate they are
about teaching art to children,
and it doesn’t matter what the final
piece turns out to be, it’s still art.
“I tell people though, when
they ask me what I want to do, I
say, ‘I want to teach little kids to
finger-paint,” Horvat said. “And
people laugh, but that’s really want

I want to do. I’m going to school
for all this, and that’s really what I
want to do - teach kindergarteners
to finger-paint. I don’t care, I just
want them to do it.”
They’ve invited the children
with their families and teachers
to come to the Jan. 31 reception,
which runs from 5-7 p.m. and of
fers free Mexican food. Horvat said
they’re excited to see the children’s
reactions to their pieces displayed
on the walls, along with hearing
what the community thinks be
cause the show is different than a
typical art gallery.
“It’s not boring art, it’s kids art,”
Horvat said.

arts@lanthorn.com
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Simien the Whale returns to the Pyramid Scheme
(.3and overcomes
seperation to find
\early success
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BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER

With members Tory Peterson
and Zachary Guy living in Grand
Rapids and guitarist Rob Jor
dan in Chicago, finding rehearsal
time can be tough for Simien the
Whale. But no matter the distance,
the band makes it happen.
With a mixture of pop, folk and
rock elements, the Grand Rapidsbased band creates a sound that re
sembles their idols, The Beatles.
And as they prepare for their
first shows since releasing the selftitled album, “Simien the Whale,”
last November, the distance con
tinues to cut into rehearsal and
preparation time but they make
the most of the time they get.
They’ll be taking over the Pyra
mid Scheme on Jan. 27 with Ramo
na Falls and The Hounds Below, af
ter playing the Loft in Lansing Jan.
26. Tickets for the Grand Rapids
show are $10.
“(The Pyramid Scheme) is a good
size, 250 people, good for our size
band,” Guy said. “The people who
run it are local and independent peo
ple. They are invested in the music.”
Just like Peterson and Guy were
in 2006 when they started Simien
the Whale.
“Troy and I call ourselves the
production duo, we are Simien

SIMIEN THE WHALE | COURTESY

To the pyramid: Band members Tory Peterson (left) and Zachary Guy (right) haved partnered with guitarist Rob Jordan to form the rock group Simien the Whale.,

the Whale,” he said. “We were in
a band together when we were 17
and we split ways, then we missed
playing with each other.”
Recently, Grand Rapids music
columnist and localspins.com owner
John Sinkeviks chose their album to
be the 2012 Local Spin of the Year.
“It feels great we got picked for
local spin,” Guy said. “The album got
picked out of 150 and it is an honor.”
Sinkeviks chose the band after
their release party at The Pyramid
Scheme last year and Simien the

Whale has since joined the Middle
of the Mitten Festival and are tour
ing throughout Michigan. Their
album can be purchased on iTunes
and found on Spotify.
“We are trying to sign some sup
port to spread our album around,”
Guy said. “We haven’t had a lot of
media support, but looking for it
on a regional and national level.”
Although the band now books
several gigs and tours, they don’t
forget the beginning. Guy said it’s
difficult to start a band, and it’s the

extras, such as a YouTube Channel,
Facebook and marketing, which
make a band successful.
“It takes a lot of hard work be
hind the scene, like when we start
ed we thought people would come
out and find us,” Guy said.
He recommends to bands that
are just starting out to “ask bands
for advice.”
“I know that if someone came
up to me after a show, I would help
them,” he said. “Take the criticism
that you get and work really hard.”

The band still works just as hard
by putting all of their effort into ev
ery show they play - especially tfie
Pyramid Scheme on Jan. 27.
“It is nice because we put all
this work into it (and) they are go
ing to get every song from the new
album,” Guy said. “We are playing
with a national touring band, and I
wouldn’t say our album is high en
ergy, but we are trying to replicaite
the record as well as we can so it
can be just as good live.”
spendowski@lanthorn.com

Women’s Center looks for brave, bold actors
BY STACY SABAITIS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Talking about brave, bold acts
can be difficult for some people, but
the Grand Valley State University
Women’s Center is giving student,
faculty, staff and community mem
bers a chance to share their stories.
“That Takes Ovaries: Bold Wom
en, Brazen Acts,” is back at GVSU
for it’s second year, featuring stories
of bravery, courage and strength that
tackle a range of emotions.
Performances aren’t until March
22 in the Kirkhof Center and March
23 at the Wealthy Theatre in Grand
Rapids, but the Women’s Center
tried to get people excited with the
Jan. 22 event, “Leading A Bold Life:
Reading and Open Mic Night,” and
is hosting auditions Jan. 25 from
3-7 p.m. and Jan. 27 from 2-5 p.m.
in the Kirkhof Center, room 1104.

The onty
Mediterranean
in Allendale!

The reading and open mic night
was a preview of the main perfor
mance in March. The three pro
duction chairs read a story from
the play, followed by the open mic,
where audience members were
able to get up and share stories of a
time when they were brave.
Karen Libman, co-founder of
the Vagina Monologues at GVSU
and associate professor of theatre,
was the master of ceremonies for
the event.
“I’m a cheerleader for the event
and a big supporter of the Women’s
Center and the wonderful work
that they do,” Libman said.
Before last year, GVSU held the
“Vagina Monologues” for more than
a decade, Libman said. But unlike
the set script of the “Vagina Mono
logues,” Brittany Dernberger, assis
tant director of the Women’s Center,
said with “That Takes Ovaries: Bold

FREE DELIVERY!

Women, Brazen Acts,” anyone from
the GVSU community can submit
their stories. The submissions pro
vide the play with a variety of differ
ent stories each year.
Kira Smith-Butland, the adver
tising and public relations chair for
the event, got involved because of
the gender issue at hand.
“Gender justice in general is
very important to me, for myself
and for my family history so that
was a big reason why, but also I
love theatre,” Smith-Butland said.
She said that half of the scenes
from this year’s play were submit
ted from the GVSU community,
with the other half coming from
the “That Takes Ovaries” book.
“People who audition are just,
they’re just showing up to audi
tion,” Butland-Smith said. “They
don’t have to have any theatre ex
perience, any acting experience,

they don’t have to have written
anything, it’s just a matter of show
ing up and either wanting to get in
volved because they want to try out
theatre maybe, or maybe they want
to become more involved with
gender justice or specifically the
Women’s Center here at GVSU.”
She also said if students are
afraid of not being able to memo
rize their lines, there will be a lot of
“behind-the-scenes” people to help
them practice, and not to worry.
“The people auditioning, they
probably worft be professional ac
tors, but over the course of, you
know, the six weeks between audi
tions and the play, they will have
memorized all of their things,”
Smith-Butland said. “We have a
team of directors already selected
and they’ve committed to working
with our actors a hundred percent
along the way.”

Dernberger
hopes
people
will attend the event in March,
which raises money for local or
ganizations, such as the YMCA
in Grand Rapids, and the Center
for Women in Transition in Hol
land, Mich, to support their anti
violence programs.
For more information on the
performance or auditions, email
ThatTakesOvariesGVSU@gmaiL
com.
~v
.
4k
ssabaltis@lanthorn.com

GOT TALENT?
Audition for "That Takes Ovaries!
Bold Women. Brazen Acts”
Jan. 25 from 3-7 p.m.
Jan. 27 from 2-5 p.m.
Kirkhof Center Room 1104
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FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

MARKETPLACE
Announcements
GVTV is looking for studnets
to join the station and put
their talents to use! Open to
ALL majors. For more infor
mation log onto grandvalleYtv.com

Roommates

Subleaser Needed! Winter
Semester.
Copper Beech Townhomes.
3-bedroom. Furniture in
cluded.
Room w/bathroom.
Rent $427/month.
- BUT NEGOTIABLE.
Contact
afuoco@lanthom.com or
586-817-0031 ASAP

Female Subleaser Wanted!
Country Place Townhouse
ASAP! Lease goes from now
until
August.
Contact
810-962-2437 for more info.

Subleaser Needed! Meadows
Crossing. 2013-2014 school
year. $449/month. Will pay
$160 for community/applica
tion
fee.
Email
cmorse5@gmail.com or
call/text 269-953-5215

Male Subleaser Needed
ASAP! Winter Semester.
1/bed. Campus View Apart
ments. $330/month. $15/$20
in utilities. Furnished. Con
tact lepscht@mail.gvsu.edu
or call (616) 350-2055.

Subleaser Needed! 3/bed.
1/bath. Will pay rent .
May-July. $35 for bills/person.
Contact
brownar@mail.gvus.edu
ASAP

Subleaser Needed! 48 West.
Roommates Needed! 1-2 fe
males. 3/bed in Wyoming.
Near US 131 and bus routes.
L©6s than 10 min from down
town. Non-smoker. No pets.
Contact
ssloan27@hotmail.com for Red Salon & Day Spa in
more info.
Grand haven, Ml looking for
hair color models for Feb. 4th
from 10am-12:30pm call
Subleaser
Needed! 616-847-2122 for a consulta
March-July. 4/bed and tion.
2/bath. $450/month. Water/
internet included. Amenitities
Employment
included. Renovated kitchen.
5 min away from Pew Camp u s .
Email Amway Hotel Collection/Amtaylor@mail.gvsu.edufor
way Grand
more info.
Various Positions Available
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID:
Subleaser
Needed! Apply By: 15568969
$460/month. Utilities in For More information visit
cluded. 1/bed apartment www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
near downtown. Also 3/bed
$650/month plus electric.
N#ar GVSU busline. Contact
(616) 884-8186 for more info.
Bethany Christian Services
Job Title: Family Experience
Coordinator
• *
Subleaser Needed! Campus
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
View ,
Apartments.
Search Job ID: 15568488
$395/month.
Contact
Apply By: January 31, 2013
yousufm@mail.gvsu.edu or
For More information visit
call (616) 928-4744 for more
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
info.

Business Update Publica
tions
Job
Title:
Part-time
Writer/Journalist
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568421
Apply By: January 28, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Housing
48 WEST
New Year, New You, New
Home! 48 West Apartments
and town homes offers lux
ury student living. Some
awesome amenities include a
free 24 hr theater, fitness
center and game room. Ap
ply by January 31 st to re
ceive 2012 rates! Stop in to
day, space is going fast (16
.895-2400. Located directly
across from GVSU on 48th
Ave.

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES
classifieds@lanthorn.com

616 Lofts
Accounting Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $15/hr
Search Job ID: 15569017
Apply By: January 24, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Bradley Productions
Video Production Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568667
Apply By: February 1, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Reid Entities
Marsh, Berry & Co. Inc
Job Title: Purchasing Sup- Recruiting Intern
port Intern
Location: Grandville, Ml
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15565230
Search Job ID: 15568355
Apply By: April 30, 2013
Apply By: January 31, 2013
For More information visit For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobswww.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

West Michigan Environmen
tal Action Council
Job Title: Policy intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568461
Apply By: April 30, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Zondervan Publishing House
Marketing Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568699
Apply By: February 2, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Urban Institute of Contempo
rary Arts (UICA)
Job Title: Internship opportu
nities
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15568359
Apply By: January 21, 2013
For More information visit
American Red Cross of West
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Michigan
Job Title: Internship for Fi
nancial Development
Non-Profit Intern
Location: Muskegon, Ml
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568984
Search Job ID: 15568669
DomerWorks, Ltd.
Apply By: February 9, 2013
Apply By: February 1, 2013
Job Title: Software Engineer
For More information visit For More information visit Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Salary: Competitive
Search Job ID: 15568421
Apply By: January 28, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
The Rapidian
Grand Rapids Urban League Community Innovation Intern
Coordinator (Employment Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Department)
Salary: Unpaid
GVSU Development Office
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15567822
Job
Title: Communications
Salary: Unpaid
Apply By: January 31,2013
Writer
(Part-Time)
Search Job ID: 15568694
For More information visit
Location:
Grand Rapids, Ml
Apply By: February 8, 2013
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Search Job ID: 15568400
For More information visit
Apply By: January 31, 2013
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Employer: BBB Serving
Tanis & Herman, PLLC
Western Michigan
Social Media Marketing In Job Title: Charity Review In
tern
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568682
Search Job ID: 15568300
Apply By: February 28, 2013 Apply By: January 25, 2013
For More information visit For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Haworth, Inc.
Job Title: Supply Chain Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15568514
Apply By: January 31,2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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CALL 616-331-2460

1

TALLO
"How can you ask for____________

1

8

3

TODAY'S WORD

at a time like this? They just announced
the winning numbers for the lottery and

4
5

6

9

7
1

they weren't mine!"

7
5

6
4

2

9

2

7

8
9

8

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

Below are 40 matchsticks. What is the mini
mum number of matchsticks that need to be
removed so there is no square of any size
remaining?
1------- “

*

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★

■

1

dL

_____
■

-

■

★ Moderate
★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
* ©2013 King Features Syndicate
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